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Abstract. The LHC observed deviations from the Standard Model (SM) in the ﬂavour
sector: LHCb found a 4.3 σ discrepancy compared to the SM in b → sμμ transitions and
CMS reported a non-zero measurement of h → μτ with a signiﬁcance of 2.4 σ. Here we
discuss how these deviations from the SM can be explained, focusing on two models with
gauged Lμ − Lτ symmetry. The ﬁrst model contains two scalar doublets and vector-like
quarks while the second one employs three scalar doublets but does not require vectorlike fermions. In both models, interesting correlations between b → sμμ transitions,
h → μτ, and τ → 3μ arise. We have also studied lepton ﬂavor (universality) violation in
rare kaon decays and the Bardeen Buras Gerard approach to describe the K ± → π± l+ l−
form factor.

1 Introduction
LHC is conﬁrming fully the Standard Model. Still LHC did observe ’hints’ for new physics (NP) in
the ﬂavor sector, which are sensitive to virtual eﬀects of new particles and can be used as guidelines
towards speciﬁc NP models: h → μτ, B → K ∗ μ+ μ− , Bs → φμ+ μ− and R(K) = B → Kμ+ μ− /B →
Ke+ e− [1] It is therefore interesting to examine if a speciﬁc NP model can explain these four anomalies
simultaneously. In Refs. [5, 6], two variants of such a model were presented, which we want to review
here. Also B → D(D∗ )τν at Belle , BaBar and LHCb maybe shows 4-5 σ s discrepancy [1].
LHCb reported deviations from the SM predictions [2, 3] (mainly in an angular observable called
P5 [4]) in B → K ∗ μ+ μ− [7] with a signiﬁcance of 2–3 σ. In addition, the measurement of Bs → φμμ
disagrees with the SM predictions by about 3 σ [8, 9]. This discrepancy can be explained in a model
independent approach by rather large contributions to the Wilson coeﬃcient C9 [8, 10, 11], i.e. an
operator (sγα PL b)(μγα μ), which can be achieved in models with an additional heavy neutral Z  gauge
boson [12–16]. Furthermore, LHCb [17] recently found indications for the violation of lepton ﬂavour
universality in B meson decays, averaging to all experiments [1]
R(K) =

B → Kμ+ μ−
= 0.785 ± 0.080 ,
B → Ke+ e−

(1)

which disagrees from the theoretically rather clean SM prediction RSM
K = 1.0003 ± 0.0001 [18] by
2.6 σ. A possible explanation is again a NP contributing to C9μμ involving muons, but not electrons [19–21]. Interestingly, the value for C9 required to explain R(K) is of the same order as the
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one required by B → K ∗ μ+ μ− [22, 23]. The global ﬁt to the b → sμμ data presented at this conference
gives a 4.3 σ better ﬁt to data for the assumption of NP in C9μμ only, compared to the SM ﬁt [24].
Concerning Higgs decays, CMS measured a lepton-ﬂavour violating (LFV) channel [25]


Br[h → μτ] = 0.84+0.39
(2)
−0.37 % ,
which disagrees from the SM (where this decay is forbidden) by about 2.4 σ. Most attempts to explain
this decay rely on models with an extended Higgs sector [26–30]. One particular interesting solution
employs a two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) with gauged Lμ − Lτ [31].

2 The models
Our models under consideration are multi-Higgs-doublet models with a gauged U(1)Lμ −Lτ symmetry [31].1 The Lμ − Lτ symmetry with the gauge coupling g is broken spontaneously by the vacuum
expectation value (VEV) of a scalar Φ with QΦLμ −Lτ = 1, leading to the Z  mass
mZ  =

√ 
2g Φ ≡ g vΦ ,

(3)

and Majorana masses for the right-handed neutrinos.2
In both models at least two Higgs doublets are introduced which break the electroweak symmetry:
Ψ1 with QΨLμ1−Lτ = −2 and Ψ2 with QΨLμ2−Lτ = 0. Therefore, Ψ2 gives masses to quarks and leptons
while Ψ1 couples only oﬀ-diagonally to τμ:

LY ⊃ −

f Yi

δ f i Ψ2 ei − ξτμ 3 Ψ1 e2 − Q f Y ufi Ψ̃2 ui − Q f Y dfi Ψ2 di + h.c.

(4)

Here Q ( ) is the left-handed quark (lepton) doublet, u (e) is the right-handed up quark (charged lepton)
and d the right-handed down quark while i and f label the three generations. The scalar potential is
the one of a U(1)-invariant 2HDM [36] with additional couplings to the SM-singlet Φ, which most
importantly generate the doublet-mixing term
V(Ψ1 , Ψ2 , Φ) ⊃ 2λΦ2 Ψ†2 Ψ1 → λv2Φ Ψ†2 Ψ1 ≡ m23 Ψ†2 Ψ1 ,
that induces a small vacuum expectation value for Ψ1 [31]. We deﬁne tan β = Ψ2 /Ψ1  and α is the
usual mixing angle between the neutral CP-even components of Ψ1 and Ψ2 (see for example [36]).
We neglect the additional mixing of the CP-even scalars with Re[Φ].
Quarks and gauge bosons have standard type-I 2HDM couplings to the scalars. The only deviations are in the lepton sector: while the Yukawa couplings Yi δ f i of Ψ2 are forced to be diagonal due
to the Lμ − Lτ symmetry, ξτμ gives rise to an oﬀ-diagonal entry in the lepton mass matrix:
⎛
⎞
0
0
y sin β
v ⎝ e
0
yμ sin β
0 ⎠.
mfi = √
(5)
2
0
ξτμ cos β yτ sin β
1 The abelian symmetry U(1)
Lμ −Lτ is an anomaly-free global symmetry within the SM [32], and also a good zeroth-order
approximation for neutrino mixing with a quasi-degenerate mass spectrum, predicting a maximal atmospheric and vanishing
reactor neutrino mixing angle [33]. Breaking Lμ − Lτ is mandatory for a realistic neutrino sector, and such a breaking can also
induce charged LFV processes, such as τ → 3μ [34, 35] and h → μτ [31].
2 Neutrino masses arise via seesaw with close-to-maximal atmospheric mixing and quasi-degenerate masses [31].
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Figure 1. Left: Allowed regions in the cos(α − β)–sin(θR ) plane. The blue (light blue) region corresponds to the
1σ (2σ) region of the CMS measurement of h → μτ for tan β = 50; yellow stands for tan β = 10. The (dashed)
red contours mark deviations of h → ττ by 10% compared to the SM for tan β = 50 (10). The vertical green lines
illustrate the naive LHC limit | cos(α − β)| ≤ 0.4, horizontal lines denote the 90% C.L. limit on τ → 3μ via Z 

+ −
exchange. Right: Allowed regions for model 1 in the ΓdL
23 -mZ  /g plane from b → sμ μ data (yellow) and B s –B s

mixing (blue). For Bs –Bs mixing, (light) blue corresponds to (mQ = 15mZ  /g ) mQ = mZ  /g . The horizontal lines
denote the lower bounds on mZ  /g from τ → 3μ for sin(θR ) = 0.05, 0.02, 0.005. The gray region is excluded by
neutrino trident production.

It is this τ–μ entry that leads to the LFV couplings of h and Z  of interest to this letter. The lepton mass
basis is obtained by simple rotations of (μR , τR ) and (μL , τL ) with the angles θR and θL , respectively:
sin θR

√

v
2mτ

tan θL mμ
=
tan θR
mτ

ξτμ cos β ,

1.

(6)

The angle θL is automatically small and will be neglected in the following.3 A non-vanishing angle
θR not only gives rise to the LFV decay h → μτ due to the coupling
mτ cos(α − β)
sin(θR ) cos(θR )τ̄PR μh ≡ Γhτμ τ̄PR μh ,
v cos(β) sin(β)
in the Lagrangian, but also leads to oﬀ-diagonal Z  couplings to right-handed leptons


sin 2θR
μ
cos 2θR
 
ν
γ PR
,
g Zν (μ, τ)
sin 2θR − cos 2θR
τ

(7)

(8)

while the left-handed couplings are to a good approximation ﬂavour conserving. mZ  /g needs to be
in the TeV range in order to suppress τ → 3μ if we want to explain h → μτ [31] (see Fig. 1 (left)),
which gives stronger bounds than neutrino trident production [14]. In order to explain the observed
anomalies in the B meson decays, a coupling of the Z  to quarks is required as well, not inherently
part of Lμ − Lτ models.
3 Choosing

QLμ −Lτ = +2 for Ψ2 would essentially exchange θL ↔ θR [31], with little impact on our study.
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2.1 Model 1: vector-like quarks

In order to couple the Z  to quarks we follow Ref. [14] and generate eﬀective couplings via heavy
vector-like quarks [37] charged under Lμ − Lτ . As a result, the couplings of the Z  to quarks are in
principle free parameters and can be parametrized as:


μ
 dR
g d̄i γμ PL d j Zμ ΓdL
.
(9)
i j + d̄i γ PR d j Zμ Γi j
In the limit of decoupled vector-like quarks with the quantum numbers of right-handed quarks, only
C9 is generated, giving a very good ﬁt to data. The results are shown in the right plot of Fig. 1
depicting that for small values of ΓLsb and θR , b → sμ+ μ− data can be explained without violating
bounds from Bs –Bs mixing or τ → 3μ. In the left plot of Fig. 2 the correlations of b → sμ+ μ− and
h → μτ with τ → 3μ are shown, depicting that consistency with τ → 3μ requires large values of tan β
(not being in conﬂict with any data as the decoupling limit is a type I model) and future searches for
τ → 3μ are promising to yield positive results. While this model predict tiny branching ratios for
lepton-ﬂavour-violating B decays, these branching ratios can be sizable in generic Z  models in the
presence of ﬁne tuning in the Bs –Bs system [38].
2.2 Model 2: horizontal quark charges

In order to avoid the introduction of vector-like quarks, one can assign ﬂavour-dependent charges to
baryons as well [6]. Here, the ﬁrst two generations should have the same charges in order to avoid
very large eﬀects in K–K or D–D mixing, generated otherwise unavoidably due to the breaking of
the symmetry necessary to generate the measured Cabibbo angle of the CKM matrix. If we require in
addition the absence of anomalies, we arrive at the following charge assignment for baryons Q (B) =
(−a, −a, 2a), while leptons are still assigned Lμ − Lτ . Here a ∈ Q is a free parameter of the model
with important phenomenological implications. In this model, one additional Higgs doublet, which
breaks the ﬂavour symmetry in the quark sector, is required compared to the model with vector-like
quarks. In case the mixing among the doublets is small, the correlations among h → μτ, b → sμ+ μ−
and τ → 3μ are similar as in the model with vector-like quarks discussed in the last subsection (left
plot of Fig. 2).
The low-energy phenomenology is rather similar to the one of the model with vector-like quarks
(model 1), but the contributions to Bs –Bs mixing are directly correlated to Bd –Bd and K–K mixing,
because all ﬂavour violation is due to CKM factors. (These constraints are evaded for a ≤ 1.) However, the implications concerning direct LHC searches are very diﬀerent, as the Z  boson couples to
quarks of the ﬁrst generation and can be directly produced on-shell as a resonance in p p̄ collisions.
The resulting strong bounds are shown in right plot of Fig. 2, where they are compared to the allowed
regions from Bs –Bs mixing and b → sμ+ μ− data for diﬀerent values of a.

3 Lepton ﬂavor (universality) violation in rare kaon decays
Recent anomalies in the decays of B-mesons and the Higgs boson provide hints towards lepton ﬂavor
(universality) violating physics beyond the Standard Model. We observe that 4-fermion operators
which can explain the B-physics anomalies have corresponding analogs in the kaon sector, and we
analyze their eﬀect on K → π  and K →  decays ( = μ, e). For these processes, we point out
the corresponding physics opportunities at the NA62 and KOTO experiments. In particular, assuming
minimal ﬂavor violation, we comment on the required improvements in sensitivity necessary to test
the B-physics anomalies in the kaon sector [39].
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Figure 2. Left: Allowed regions for model 1 in the mZ  /g –sin(θR ) plane: the horizontal stripes correspond to
h → μτ (1σ) for diﬀerent tan β and cos(α − β) = 0.2, (light) blue stands for (future) τ → 3μ limits at 90% C.L.
The gray regions are excluded by neutrino trident production or Bs –Bs mixing in combination with the 1 σ range
for C9 . Right: Limits for model 2 on qq → Z  → μμ from ATLAS (black, allowed region down right) and the 2 σ
limits on C9μμ to accommodate b → sμμ data (allowed regions inside the red cone). Solid (dashed) lines are for
a = 1/2 (1/3). For a = 1/2, the green shaded region is allowed (similar for a = 1/3 using the dashed bounds).

4 Bardeen Buras Gerard approach and K ± → π± l+ l− form factor
In Refs. [41, 42], the authors compute loop calculations employing a cut-oﬀ regulator instead of the
dimensional regularization method. Consequently, their results exhibit a quadratic dependence on the
physical cut-oﬀ M which is lost in the usual chiral perturbative calculations. This quadratic dependence is a crucial ingredient in the matching of the meson and quark pictures. They argue that one
can obtain a parametrization of non-perturbative QCD eﬀects by matching a low-energy Lagrangian
valid up to the scale M, to the logarithmic behavior of relevant Wilson coeﬃcients at high-energy.
In this work we refer to this computational method as the Bardeen-Buras-Gérard framework (BBG).
Recentely Buras has advocated this determination to claim New Physics to explain the experimental
value of   [43]. BBG evaluate K → ππ chiral loop with a dimensional cut-oﬀ (M) and match the
quadratic divergences of the Qi (M) weak matrix elements with the log of the short distance Wilson
coeﬃcient as described by the equation
Heﬀ =

ci (μ) Qi (μ)

(10)

i

We have studied in this BBG contest the K ± → π± l+ l− form factor described in CHPT by a loop
function, W+ππ (z) and a polynomial in z with experimentally determined coeﬃcients a+ and b+ [44].
These parameterize the intermediate region between low and high energy regimes. Our goal is to
predict the values of these two coeﬃcients using BBG framework [40]. Indeed in Fig. 3 we show: i)
(left plot) the a+ as a function of M without the vectors contributions and ii) (right plot) adding the
vectors contributions particularly important are the novel weak vector couplings.
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Figure 3. Left: In blue, the variation of a+ as a function of M in GeV. The dotted green curve represents the
contribution proportional to C− (M 2 ) and the dashed orange curve the one proportional to C7 (M 2 ). The vertical
dashed line stands for the matching scale Right: a+ as a function of M in the three diﬀerent frameworks: ‘BBG
no vect.’ where vectors are not included, ‘BBG(vect)(a)’ represents the contribution coming only from diagrams
with vectors coupled strongly and ‘BBG(vect) (a) + (b)’ is the case where vectors with weak couplings were
included. The vertical line indicates the value M = 0.7 GeV.

5 Conclusions
In these proceedings we reviewed two variants of a model with a gauged Lμ − Lτ symmetry which
can explain all LHC anomalies in the ﬂavour sector simultaneously: 1) a 2HDM with eﬀective Z  s̄b
couplings induced by heavy vector-like quarks, 2) a 3HDM with horizontal charges for baryons. The
models can account for the deviations from the SM in b → sμ+ μ− data and h → μτ simultaneously,
giving also the desired eﬀect in R(K). Due to the small values of the τ–μ mixing angle θR , suﬃcient
to account for h → μτ, the Z  contributions to τ → 3μ are not in conﬂict with present bounds for
large tan β in wide rages of parameter space. Interestingly, b → sμ+ μ− data combined with Bs –Bs put
a upper limit on mZ  /g resulting in a lower limit on τ → 3μ if Br[h → μτ]  0: for lower values
of tan β the current experimental bounds are reached and future sensitivities will allow for a more
detailed exploration of the allowed parameter space. The possible range for the Lμ − Lτ breaking
scale further implies the masses of the Z  and the right-handed neutrinos to be at the TeV scale,
potentially testable at the LHC with interesting additional consequences for LFV observables. While
the low energy phenomenology of both models is rather similar, the variant with horizontal charges
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for baryons predicts sizable Z  production rates testable at the next LHC run. We have also studied
lepton ﬂavor (universality) violation in rare kaon decays and the Bardeen Buras Gerard approach to
describe the K ± → π± l+ l− form factor.
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